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PAPER
Design and Analysis of Approximate Multipliers with a Tree
Compressor∗

Tongxin YANG†, Student Member, Tomoaki UKEZONO††, and Toshinori SATO††a), Members

SUMMARY Many applications, such as image signal processing, has
an inherent tolerance for insignificant inaccuracies. Multiplication is a key
arithmetic function formany applications. Approximatemultipliers are con-
sidered an efficient technique to trade off energy relative to performance and
accuracy for the error-tolerant applications. Here, we design and analyze
four approximate multipliers that demonstrate lower power consumption
and shorter critical path delay than the conventional multiplier. They em-
ploy an approximate tree compressor that halves the height of the partial
product tree and generates a vector to compensate accuracy. Compared
with the conventional Wallace tree multiplier, one of the evaluated 8-bit
approximate multipliers reduces power consumption and critical path delay
by 36.9% and 38.9%, respectively. With a 0.25% normalized mean error
distance, the silicon area required to implement the multiplier is reduced by
50.3%. Our multipliers outperform the previously proposed approximate
multipliers relative to power consumption, critical path delay, and design
area. Results from two image processing applications also demonstrate
that the qualities of the images processed by our multipliers are sufficiently
accurate for such error-tolerant applications.
key words: approximate computing, approximate tree compressor, high
speed multiplier, low power multiplier, small area multiplier

1. Introduction

Recently emerging applications, such as those involving
image processing and recognition, which are computation-
ally demanding, have created challenges relative to power
consumption. Most of these applications have an inher-
ent tolerance for insignificant inaccuracies; therefore, there
are unprecedented opportunities to reduce power consump-
tion. Multiplication is a fundamental arithmetic function for
many of these applications. By exploiting the inherent toler-
ance feature, approximate computing can trade accuracy for
power. Currently, this trade-off plays an important role in
such application domains [1].

A system level methodology that utilizes dynamic volt-
age scaling has been proposed [2]. This methodology trun-
cates some least significant bits (LSBs) to release slack from
critical paths and reduces the voltage to achieve lower power
consumption. In this study, we focus on the structure of
approximate multiplier designs. Approximate arithmetic fo-
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cuses on basic arithmetic units, such as 8 × 8 approximate
multipliers used in image signal processing applications and
in custom accelerators to achieve lower power consumption
and shorter critical path delay. In our preceding study [3],
we proposed an approximate tree compressor (ATC) that re-
duces accumulation layers to simplify a complex circuit. It
reduces the n-row partial product (PP) tree array by half. We
introduced our approach as a term comprehending the power
and accuracy requirements from simplifying the PP reduc-
tion component. An incomplete adder cell (iCAC), which is
a basic cell of the compressor, is used to generate a vector to
compensate accuracy and a sum in parallel. Pairs of signals,
each of which is generated by an iCAC, can be accumulated
and collected separately and simultaneously, thereby, reduc-
ing the length of the critical path. We qualitatively analyzed
the accuracy of the ATC, finding that it delivered 0.0383%
of the normalized mean error distance (NMED [4]∗∗) in an
8 × 8 PP tree. Using the ATC we proposed two approximate
multipliers [3]. In this paper, we improve the accuracy of
both multipliers and thus propose additional two multipliers.

Since the ATC is a basic functional block, a variety of
multipliers were constructed using the ATC [5]–[7]. In this
paper, we focus on approximate multipliers that do not have
dynamic configurability. We implement the four approxi-
mate multipliers using the ATC and a conventional multi-
plier in Verilog HDL using a 45-nm library and evaluate
the power consumption, critical path delay, and design area.
Power consumption is evaluated by two scenarios, one of
which is considered for the first time in this paper. The
added scenario reveals results are different from the pub-
lished ones [3]. Comparison with the conventional Wallace
tree multiplier demonstrates that one of the evaluated ap-
proximate multipliers reduces power consumption by 36.9%
when the scenario of a random test pattern including 100,000
test vectors is used. We provide a crosswise comparison to
demonstrate the superiority of ourmultipliers comparedwith
existing approaches [4], [8] by implementing the three estab-
lished approximate multipliers to evaluate power consump-
tion, critical path delay, design area and accuracy. We also
evaluate the qualities of all approximate multiplier designs
in two real image processing applications.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the related work on approximate multi-
pliers. In Sect. 3, we explain howPP layer is simplified by the
ATC and analyze its accuracy using a mathematical method.

∗∗NMED will be defined in Sect. 3.1.

Copyright © 2019 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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We subsequently describe four approximate multipliers us-
ing the ATC. In Sect. 4, we discuss the implementations of
our approximatemultipliers, the conventionalmultiplier, and
three established approximate multipliers, and after that we
compare them in terms of power consumption, critical path
delay, design area, and accuracy. In Sect. 5, we use two
applications for image processing to evaluate the quality of
our approximate multipliers. Conclusions are presented in
Sect. 6.

2. Related Work

Adder is a basic cell in most Multipliers. Gupta et al. [9]
discussed how to simplify the complexity of a conventional
mirror adder cell at the transistor level by proposing five
approximate adders, which reduce the number of transistors
and the load capacitance. Mahdiani et al. [10] proposed
Lower-Part-OR adder, which utilizes OR gates for lower-
bit addition and accurate full adders for upper-bit addition.
iCAC is similar to [10], because it uses an OR gate to gener-
ate the approximate sum. However, our method can obtain
accurate results. Liu et al. [4] utilized an approximate adder
to reduce carry propagation delay in PP accumulation and
proposed a recovery vector to improve accuracy of the final
product. Designers should select the bit width of the error
recovery vector to satisfy accuracy requirements. The ATC
also utilizes a recovery vector, but there is a difference in
vector generation method. Liu et al.’s method [4] requires
lower bit values, whereas ours does not.

Hashemi et al. [11] proposed a technique that reduces
the size of the multiplier by detecting the leading one bit of
the input operands and by selecting the following (k−1) con-
secutive number of bits, where k is a designer-defined value
of which specifies the bandwidth used in the core accurate
multiplier. Yang et al. [8] proposed three 4-to-2 column ap-
proximate compressors for PP reduction in multipliers. Our
approximate multipliers use their 4-to-2 compressor, but the
utilization is limited. Furthermore, we exploit its asymmet-
ric characteristics for accuracy improvement.

3. Approximate Multipliers

A typical multiplier consists of three parts: (i) PP generation
using an AND gate, (ii) PP reduction using an adder tree,
and (iii) addition of the final result using a carry propagation
adder (CPA). Power consumption and circuit complexity are
dominated by PP reduction [12]. We focus on the PP tree to
reduce power consumption and analyze the results relative
to accuracy.

This section is organized as follows. Section 3.1 ex-
plains how the PP layer is simplified by the ATC [3]. Sec-
tion 3.2 presents the approximate multipliers that use the
ATC. Section 3.3 introduces other ATC-based approximate
multipliers and compares the ones proposed in Section 3.2.

3.1 Approximate Tree Compressor

First, we explain the iCAC. Figure 1(a) shows an accurate
half adder, for which the following equation is obtained:

a + b = 2c + s = (c + s) + c,

where c and s denote a single binary digits carry and a sum,
respectively, and the value of the sum in amulti-digit addition
is 2c + s.

The value c is generated by a AND b and s is generated
by a XOR b, so (c+ s) can be generated by a OR b. Based on
the above, consider the basic logic cell shown in Fig. 1(b),
for which the following equations are obtained:

p = c + s,
q = c,
{c, s} = a + b = p + q.

where { , } denotes concatenation. The last equation explains
that a 2-bit output is given from the addition of two 1-bit
inputs. This cell is named iCAC. Table 1 shows the truth
tables for an accurate half adder and an iCAC. Note that the
bit position of c and that of s, p, and q are different. As can
be seen, q is equal to c. While p is not equal to s, the precise
sum can be obtained by adding p and q, so the iCAC is not
an approximate adder but an element of a precise adder.

By extending the above equation tom bits, the following
equation is obtained:

S = A + B = P + Q.

where A, B, P, and Q are m-bit values, each bit corresponds
to a, b, p, and q, respectively. A row of eight iCACs, which
is used for 8-bit inputs, is shown in Fig. 2.

Consider an example of an 8-bit adder with two inputs
of A = 01011111 and B = 00110110. While the accurate
sum S is 10010101, the row of eight iCACs produces P =
01111111 and Q = 00010110. Again, it is evident that the

Fig. 1 (a) Accurate half adder, and (b) incomplete adder cell.

Table 1 Truth table for a half adder and an incomplete adder cell.
Inputs Outputs

Accurate half adder iCAC
a b c s q p
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 1 1
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Fig. 2 A row of the incomplete adder cells with two 8-bit inputs.

following holds:

S = P + Q. (1)

Although S is obtained from P and Q, we will use P as the
approximation for S. Q can be used as an error recovery
vector for the approximate sum P.

Next, we explain the ATC. Consider an n-bit multiplier
with n rows, each of which has n PPs. Using the row of
iCACs shown in Fig. 2, each pair of PP rows is replaced by
one P and one Q. Now, we obtain n/2 Ps and n/2 Qs. If we
use the sum of the n/2 Qs instead of the n/2 Qs themselves,
the n PP rows are compressed to the n/2 P rows and the sum
row, which comprise (n/2) + 1 rows. Remember that P is
always greater than or equal to S and that Q is equal to C. By
exploiting these features, we can use OR gates to generate
the approximate sum of the n/2 Qs without significant loss
of accuracy. Because the approximate sum of the Qs cannot
completely recover accuracy, we call the approximate sum
of Qs an accuracy compensation vector and use V for its
designation.

This is theATC.AnATCwith n inputs is called anATC-
n, and the structure of an example ATC with eight inputs
(ATC-8) is shown in Fig. 3. The rectangles represent rows
of iCACs, with the number of iCACs in each row (rectangle)
is dependent upon the bit width of the inputs. When there are
eight m-bit inputs (D1, D2, · · · , D8), four rows of m iCACs
are required to build the m-bit ATC-8. The ATC-8 generates
four approximate sums (P1, P2, P3, and P4) and four error
recovery vectors (Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4). OR gates generate
the accuracy compensation vector, V. As a result, the eight
inputs are reduced to five.

Then, we analyze the accuracy of the ATC quantita-
tively. Assume an n-bit approximate multiplier, where n is
an even number, and n/2 error recovery vectors (denoted by
Q1, Q2, · · · , Q(n/2)) must be collected. The sum of these
vectors is obtained as follows:

Qi = Q1i + Q2i + · · · + Q(n/2)i . (2)

The accuracy compensation vector, V, is defined as follows:

Vi = Q1i OR Q2i OR · · · OR Q(n/2)i, (3)

Fig. 3 Structure of an ATC-8.

where i denotes the PP position from the LSB.
In order to evaluate the performance of approximate

arithmetic circuits, error distance (ED) andmean ED (MED)
were proposed in [13] and normalized MED (NMED), rela-
tive ED (RED), and mean RED (MRED) were proposed in
[4]. ED is defined as the arithmetic difference between the
accurate output (S) and the approximate output (S') : ED=|S-
S'|. MED is the average of EDs for a set of outputs. NMED
is defined as NMED=MED/Smax, where Smax is the maxi-
mum magnitude of the output of an accurate circuit. RED is
the ED divided by the accurate output (RED=|S-S'|/S), and
MRED is the average of REDs that can be obtained similarly
as MED.

Using ED, MED, and NMED, the accuracy of the ATC
is discussed. From (1) and Fig. 3, the accurate sum of each
bit position can be achieved by Pi + Qi , and the approximate
sum of each bit position can be achieved by Pi + Vi . EDi is
defined as the difference with the same meaning of each bit
position; therefore, the EDandEDi of theATCare calculated
as follows:

EDi = (Qi − Vi) × f i, (4)

ED =
2n−1∑
i=1

EDi, (5)

where f i is an accuracy sensitivity factor defined as follows:

f i = 2i−1. (6)

The value of Vi differs from Qi when two or more Q1,
Q2, · · · , Q(n/2) are 1. The maximum value of Vi is 1;
therefore, the maximum ED of each bit position ((EDi)max)
and the maximum ED of ATC (EDmax) are calculated as
follows:

(EDi)max = ((Qi)max − 1) × f i, (7)

EDmax =

2n−1∑
i=1

(EDi)max. (8)

(Qi)max is defined as follows:

(Qi)max =

{
m
2 , while m is even number

m−1
2 , while m is odd number , (9)
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m =
{

i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n
2n − i, n < i < 2n . (10)

If an 8-bit multiplier is considered, it is easy to show
that (EDi)max is smallest (=0) when i = 15, 14, 13, 3, 2, and
1, and largest (=2048) when i = 12. EDmax is 5208 when all
bits of both inputs to the multiplier are 1. As seen, there are
no errors at the positions of the three most significant bits
(MSBs) and the three LSBs.

Here, assume that two inputs to an n-bit multiplier are
distributed uniformly. The ATC then takes two PP rows as a
group to generate a row of Q and a row of P. Therefore, the
following hold:
(a) There are n/2 groups in total.
(b) Error occurs when Qi > 1.
(c) The number of combinations is (22 × 22 − 1)((Qi )max−Qi )

when Q1i , Q2i , · · · , and Q(n/2)i have values.
(d) The number of combinations is (22 × 22)( n

2 −(Qi )max)

when Q1i , Q2i , · · · , and Q(n/2)i do not have values.
If we define error type (ET) as Qi = 2, 3, 4, · · · , (Qi)max,

we can also calculate the number of combinations of ET for
each bit position as follows:

ETi,Qi =




(Qi )max{Qi
× 16( n

2 −(Qi )max) × 15((Qi )max−Qi ),
1 < Qi ≤ (Qi)max
0, 0 < Qi ≤ 1

(11)

Note the { in (Qi )max{Qi
indicates a mathematical com-

bination.
The sum of the average ED of each bit position is equiv-

alent to the MED defined in [13]. The MED of each bit po-
sition (MEDi) and the MED of ATC are defined as follows:

MEDi =

(Qi )max∑
Qi=2

(ETi,Qi × (Qi − 1) × f i)

22n , (12)

MED =
2n−1∑
i=1

MEDi . (13)

The NMED can be expressed as follows:

NMED =
MED

(2n − 1)2 . (14)

The results of ETi,Qi and MEDi for an 8 × 8 ATC are shown
in Table 2. As a result, the NMED is 0.0383%.

3.2 Approximate Multipliers

We refer to the approximate multiplier that utilizes the ATC
as ATCM. The overall structure of our approach is shown in
Fig. 4. We divide the PP reduction part of an 8-bit multiplier
into three stages (i.e., Stage1, Stage2, and Stage3). Note that
PP generation and the CPA are not shown. PP reduction is
only described. The LSB is the bit position 0, and the MSB
is the bit position 14. There are eight rows in Stage1, and
PP(x,y) represents the PP in row x and at bit position y . For

Table 2 Results of ETi,Qi
and MEDi for an 8 × 8 ATC.

i ETi,Qi
(Qi )max f i MEDi

2 3 4
1 0 0 0 0 1 0.00
2 0 0 0 1 2 0.00
3 0 0 0 1 4 0.00
4 256 0 0 2 8 0.03
5 256 0 0 2 16 0.06
6 720 16 0 3 32 0.37
7 720 16 0 3 64 0.73
8 1350 60 1 4 128 2.88
9 720 16 0 3 256 2.94
10 720 16 0 3 512 5.88
11 256 0 0 2 1024 4.00
12 256 0 0 2 2048 8.00
13 0 0 0 1 4096 0.00
14 0 0 0 1 8192 0.00
15 0 0 0 0 16384 0.00

Fig. 4 Overall structure of the 8-bit approximatemultiplier with OR logic
accumulation in the CPA part in Stage3.

example, PP(1,0) represents the PP in the first row and at bit
position 0, and PP(2,8) represents the PP in the second row
and at bit position 8. The solid rectangle in Stage1 represents
an ATC-8, and the dashed rectangles represent rows of seven
iCACs. Note that every row of the iCACs includes PPs that
are not processed. For example, PP(1,0) and PP(2,8) in the
row of iCACs are not processed.

In Stage1, ATC-8 compresses the number of PP rows
by half. In this case, eight rows of PPs are reduced to four
rows (P1, P2, P3, and P4) and to one accuracy compensation
vector, V.

In Stage2, approximate 4-to-2 column compressors
without carry propagation compress the halved rows and
the compensation vector. In this study, we use ACCI2 [8]
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Fig. 5 ACCI2 schematic.

Table 3 Truth table for ACCI2 [8].
{C,S} X1X2 00 01 11 10

X3X4 00 00 01 10 01
01 01 10 11 10
11 11 11 11 11
10 01 10 11 10

shown in Fig. 5. The halved rows and the compensation vec-
tor are connected to the four inputs of ACCI2s (X1, X2, X3,
and X4) from the top to the bottom. For example, consider
the ACCI2 at the bit position 10. P210, P310, P410, and V10
are connected to X1, X2, X3, and X4, respectively. There is
no P1 at the bit position 10. V6, V7, and V8 are not com-
pressed by the ACCT2. This is due to prevent these path
delays from increase. In these bit positions 6 to 8, there are
five bits to be compressed. Table 3 shows the truth table for
an ACCI2. Because of the difference in bits in each column,
Stage2 consists of seven ACCI2s, four accurate full adders,
and two accurate half adders, as shown in Fig. 4.

In Stage3, to reduce the carry propagation of the CPA,
lower columns from the bit positions 0 to 5 are excluded
from the CPA. We refer to them as a “No CPA part”, which
uses OR gates to reduce columns with two bits to one bit.
The CPA part is further divided into two groups of columns,
i.e., three bits and two bits. We propose two techniques to
reduce the former to two bits. The first technique processes
the columns by OR gates. Here, the columns with two
bits in the CPA part are left as they are. We refer to the
approximate multiplier that uses this technique as ATCM1.
It is suitable for designs that prioritize power saving over
accuracy. The other technique uses accurate full adders, as
shown in Fig. 6. A carry is propagated to columns with two
bits in the CPA part; therefore, they are processed by half
adders. We refer to the approximate multiplier that uses this
technique as ATCM2. This technique is suitable for designs
where accuracy loss is not desirable. As a result, a 9-bit CPA
is required for the final addition in the 8-bit ATCMs.

The ATCM1 and ATCM2 were proposed in [3] and
have already been evaluated. In the following, in order to
improve their accuracy, we propose two modifications in
Stage2. Since the ATCM1 and ATCM2 are different only in
the CPA parts of Stage3, the modifications can be used in
both ATCM1 and ATCM2.

The first modification changes the connection of ACCI2

Fig. 6 The CPA part of ATCM2.

at bit position 10. Consider the column at bit position 10
in Stage1: P210, P310, P410, and V10 are generated from
PP(4,10) , PP(5,10) , PP(6,10) , PP(7,10) , and PP(8,10) , respectively,
with two iCACs as follows:
P210 = PP(4,10);
P310 = PP(5,10) OR PP(6,10);
P410 = PP(7,10) OR PP(8,10); and
V10 = (PP(5,10) AND PP(6,10)) OR (PP(7,10) AND PP(8,10)).

Remember that at the bit position 10 ofATCM1andATCM2,
P210, P310, P410, and V10 are connected to X1, X2, X3,
and X4 of the ACCI2, respectively. From Table 3, there
are two approximate results in an ACCI2, with one of the
approximate results of an ACCI2 occurring when X1 = X2
= 0 and X3 = X4 = 1. When PP(4,10) , PP(5,10) , and PP(6,10)
are 0 and PP(7,10) and PP(8,10) are 1, P210 and P310 will be 0
and P410 and V10 will be 1. This means that the result of the
ACCI2 at the bit position 10 will be approximate under that
condition. To improve the accuracy of ATCM1 andATCM2,
wemodify the connection between P210, P310, P410, and V10
and X1, X2, X3, and X4 of the ACCI2 at the bit position 10.
This is because when PP(5,10) , PP(6,10) , PP(7,10) , and PP(8,10)
are all 0, P310, P410, and V10 will be 0. We modify the
connection to X1 = P410, X2 = P310, X3 = P210, and X4 =
V10, so that when PP(5,10) , PP(6,10) , PP(7,10) , and PP(8,10) are
all 0, X1 = X2 = 0 will have occurred, and V10 (X4) = 0;
therefore, X3 = X4 = 1 will be impossible. V5, and V9 are
inputs of the ACCI2 at the bit positions 5 and 9, respectively,
but both of them are generated by three iCACs. For example,
V9 is 0 only when P29, P39, and P49 are 0. This is not a
condition of error nonoccurrence. The connection of ACCI2
at bit position 4 does not need to be modified, because P14,
P24, P34, and V4 are already connected to X1, X2, X3,
and X4, respectively. Although changing the connection
will cause the switching activities of the nets (X1, X2, X3,
and X4 of the ACCI2) to be different, we believe that this
minor modification will not seriously increase the design
area, power consumption, or critical path delay.

The second modification replaces XOR gates in the full
adders at the bit positions 2 and 3 with OR gates. This
replacement causes the sum of the adder to be approximate,
whereas its carry does not be changed. In the No CPA part in
Stage3, sums and carries from Stage2 are processed by OR
gates to generate the final output approximately. This means
that even if the sums and carries from Stage2 are accurate,
the final output will be approximate. For example, if the
sums from ACCI2 at the bit position 4 (S4) and full adders at
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the bit positions 3 and 2 (S3, S2) are 0, 1, and 0, respectively,
and the carries from the full adders at the bit positions 3 and
2 (C3, C2) and the half adder at the bit position 1 (C1) are 0,
1, and 0, respectively, the final approximate output processed
by OR gates in the No CPA part will be {0,1,0} at the bit
positions 4, 3, and 2, respectively, whereas the accurate
output should be {1,0,0}. It is important to remember that
carries are shifted to the left by one; therefore, C3, C2, and
C1 are at the bit positions 4, 3, and 2, respectively. C2 =
1 and S2 = 0 indicates that two of three inputs to the full
adder at bit position 2 are 1; therefore, if we replace the
XOR gates at the bit positions 2 and 3 with OR gates, the
final approximate output at the bit positions 4, 3, and 2 will
become {0,1,1}, respectively, which is considerably close to
the accurate output ({1,0,0}). Additionally, improvements
in power consumption and design area can be expected by
using this modification.

The modified multipliers, which are improved in accu-
racy from ATCM1 and ATCM2 by using the two modifica-
tions, are referred to as ATCM1_i and ATCM2_i, respec-
tively.

3.3 Comparison with other ATC-Based Multipliers

We have investigated other ATC-based approximate multi-
pliers [5]–[7] as well as ATCM1 and ATCM2 [3]. They
are mainly differentiated in configurability. While ATCMs
do not have it, the remaining ones [5]–[7] have it and can
dynamically trade accuracy for power.

Another difference is in their targets. ATCMs prioritize
accuracy over power consumption. On the contrary, the one
[7] prioritizes power over accuracy. Between them, the other
one [5], [6] is designed to balance power and accuracy. On
the condition of the same power consumption, the accuracy
of ATCM2_i is the highest. On the other hand, on the
condition of the same accuracy, the power consumed by the
one [7] is the lowest.

The targetsmake their structures also different. ATCMs
have a stack consisting of only one ATC and also utilize
the approximate 4-2 compressors [8] and the precise full
adders. In contrast, the remaining ones [5]–[7] have a stack
consisting of three ATCs. Differences can be also found
in how to generate the accuracy compensation vector, V.
ATCMs and the one [7] utilizes OR gates and the other one
[5], [6] utilize the precise full adders.

The above differences are summarized in Table 4.
Simulation-based comparisons between them except for the
ones proposed in this paper (ATCM1_i and ATCM2_i) can
be found in [7].

Table 4 Comparison among ATC-based multipliers.
This paper [5], [6] [7]

Configurability No Yes Yes
ATC 1 round 3 rounds 3 rounds
V OR gates Full adders OR gates

4. Experimental Results

Here, we evaluate our multipliers in terms of power con-
sumption, critical path delay, design area, and computational
accuracy. To clarify the contributions to power savings of
the multipliers, we implement and evaluate the conventional
Wallace tree multiplier and three previously proposed ap-
proximate multipliers [4], [8]. Two different approximate
multipliers using 10-bit and 8-bit recovery vectors [4] are
referred to as AMER_10b and AMER_8b, respectively, and
the approximate multiplier using ACCI2 [8] is referred to as
ACCI_M2. We implement ATCM1, ATCM1_i, ATCM2,
ATCM2_i, AMER_8b, AMER_10b, ACCI_M2, and the
Wallace tree multiplier. Every CPA used in all multipliers is
implemented as a ripple carry adder.

4.1 Power, Delay, and Area Results

All seven approximate multipliers and the conventional Wal-
lace tree multiplier are coded using Verilog HDL. We use
Synopsys VCS to simulate the designs and generate the value
change dump (vcd) files to precisely evaluate power con-
sumption. We use the Synopsys Design Compiler to syn-
thesize the multipliers with the NanGate 45 nm Open Cell
Library [14] to evaluate power consumption at 0.5GHz fre-
quency. We also synthesize them by the timing constraints
from 0.5GHz (2 ns) to 2.0GHz (0.5 ns) in 0.1 ns steps. The
operating condition for synthesis employs typical conditions
(the process factor is 1.00, the power supply is 1.1V, and the
operating temperature is 25◦C). All designs are synthesized
and are optimized using default compile options. All the
multipliers are eight bits.

To estimate power consumption, we use the Synopsys
Power Compiler with switching activity interchange format
files generated from the vcd files. We prepare a random
test pattern with 100,000 test vectors to objectively estimate
power consumption. Considering that two inputs (A and B)
of an 8-bit multiplier, the total possibilities of the input sets
are 65,536. We prepare two test patterns for the multipliers
to generate the vcd file. Test pattern 1 is the same as that
in [3] and is generated by using nested loops in ascending
order, i.e., A and B values of (0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2), · · · , (0,
511), (1, 0), (1, 1), (1, 2), · · · , (1, 511), · · · , (511, 0), (511,
1), (511, 2), · · · , (511, 511), with the number being 65,536
in total. In this paper, we add another scenario for further
investigations. Test pattern 2 is generated randomly, with the
number of patterns 100,000 in total.

The results of power consumption for the multipliers
are shown in Fig. 7, where the x-axis is the names of the test
patterns and the y-axis is power consumption. The eight bars
(from left to right) in each test pattern represent ATCM1,
ATCM1_i, ATCM2, ATCM2_i, AMER_8b, AMER_10b,
ACCI_M2, andWallace. Note that test patterns do not affect
static power consumption. The static power consumption is
less than 10uW for every multiplier.

First, we discuss the power consumption of the multi-
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Fig. 7 Power consumption results.

pliers when the test pattern 1 is used. ATCM1_i delivers the
lowest power consumption among all multipliers. Compared
with theWallace tree multiplier, it delivers 60.5% power sav-
ings. The power consumption of ATCM1 is slightly larger
than that of ATCM1_i, and ATCM2_i. ATCM2 delivers
54.5% and 52.7% power savings as compared with the Wal-
lace tree multiplier, respectively. AMER_10b consumes ∼2-
fold more power than ATCM1_i. ACCI_M2 shows good
result relative to power consumption with its power savings
larger than that of AMER_8b.

The multipliers consume more power in the case of the
test pattern 2 than in the case of the test pattern 1. This
is because the differences between two consecutive inputs
in the test pattern 1 are much smaller than those in the test
pattern 2 and thus the switching activity in the case of the
pattern 1 is also much smaller than that in the case of the
pattern 2. As expected, ATCM1_i delivers the lowest power
consumption and reduces power consumption by 36.9% as
compared with the Wallace tree multiplier. Additionally,
ATCM1_i and ATCM2_i consume less power than ATCM1
and ATCM2, respectively. There results show that the mod-
ifications achieve the improvements in power consumption.
The order of power consumption of the multipliers in the
case of the test pattern 2 from small to large is ATCM1_i,
ATCM1, ATCM2_i, ATCM2, ACCI_M2, AMER_8b, Wal-
lace, and AMER_10b. That order is almost the same to the
case of the test pattern 1, except for AMER_10b. The power
consumption of AMER_10b becomes larger than that of the
Wallace multiplier, when the test pattern changes from 1 to
2.

ATCM1_i consumes ∼4.6-times larger power and the
other approximate multipliers consume ∼4-times larger
power, when the test pattern changes from 1 to 2. Overall,
the increasing rates of the power consumption are ∼4-fold
in the approximate multipliers. In contrast, the increasing
rate is ∼2.9-fold in Wallace tree multiplier. The reason why
the increase in power from the case using pattern 1 to that
using 2 is larger in the approximate multipliers than in Wal-
lace tree multiplier is as follows. All evaluated approximate
multipliers reduce PP by using OR gates to replace some
XOR gates in adders. In general, switching activity is higher
for XOR gates than for OR gates. A switching transition at
an input of an XOR gate always results in a transition at its

Table 5 Total toggle rate of ATCM1_1 and Wallace.
Multipliers Test pattern Total switching activity

(sum of all nets)
ATCM1_i 1 12.30

2 63.63
Wallace 1 32.02

2 93.68

output, unless there is a simultaneous transition at another
input. On the other hand, an OR gate has a controlling input
of 1, resulting in the insensitized at another input. Once an
intermediate value turns to 1, it masks the following switch-
ing transitions. As explained above, inputs of the test pattern
1 are delivered in an ascending order, that means switching
transitions at inputs of the multipliers between two consec-
utive test vectors are rare. This affects OR gates in the PP
reduction stage to be less switching transitions at their out-
puts. In contrast, even if transitions at inputs are rare, XOR
gates in Wallace tree have more transitions in their outputs
thanORgates in the approximatemultipliers due to the above
reason. Using the test pattern 2 increases the transitions both
in the approximate multipliers and in Wallace tree multiplier
with the same tendency. Because the switching activity is
higher in Wallace tree multiplier than in the approximate
multipliers when the pattern 1 is used, the increase rate in
the activity from the cases using the pattern 1 to that using
2 is larger in the approximate multipliers than in Wallace
tree multiplier. The switching activity closely affects power
consumption since static power is constant, so that the in-
crease in power between the cases using the two patterns is
larger in the approximate multipliers than in Wallace tree
multiplier. To demonstrate this, we use Power Compiler to
report the switching activities of all nets of the multipliers.
Table 5 shows the total switching activities of ATCM1_i
and Wallace as an example. Here, we assume that each net
in the two multipliers has the same capacity; therefore, the
increasing rate of power consumption is roughly estimated
by total switching activity. As shown, the total switching
activity for test pattern 2 is 4.8-fold that of the test pattern
1 for ATCM1_i, and the activity for the test pattern 2 was
2.9-fold that of test pattern 1 for Wallace tree multiplier.

The comparison results for critical path delay and de-
sign area for the different multipliers are shown in Fig. 8,
where the y-axis represents the percentages of reduction from
the conventional Wallace tree multiplier. Larger values rep-
resent better results. The two bars (from left to right) in each
multiplier show the percentages of reduction in critical path
delay and design area. As shown, the results for the critical
path delay and design area for ATCM1_i and ATCM2_i are
better than those for ATCM1 and ATCM2, respectively. The
improvements in design area for ATCM1_i and ATCM2_i
are a consequence of replacing XOR gates with OR gates.
By analyzing critical path delay reports in detail, one differ-
ence in critical path delay between ATCM1_i and ATCM1
is found from the generation circuit of PP(4,10) (X3), V10
(X4), and the internal OR gate with X3 and X4 inputs of the
ACCI2 at the bit position 10. These circuits are optimized
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Fig. 8 Reduction rates (%) in delay and area.

as an “AOIxx” gate while maintaining an independent AND
gate in the path of ATCM1. Note that there is one module in
each design of ATCM1 and ATCM1_i, and that generated
netlists are optimized by design area rather than path delay
as a default; therefore, this is an accidental result.

ATCM1_i delivers the largest delay reduction of 38.9%
among the seven approximatemultipliers. This improvement
is achieved alongwith a 50.3% reduction in design area. Note
that these results are compared to those of the Wallace tree
multiplier. ATCM2_i mitigates the reduction rates of critical
path delay and design area, delivering 24.8% and 45.8%
reductions, respectively. AMER_8b delivers 35% savings in
design area, whereas the improvement in critical path delay
is comparable to that of ATCM2. The improvements in
critical path delay and in design area with ACCI_M2 are the
smallest among the multipliers, except for AMER_10b.

The results of power consumption and design area in
the cases of the different timing constraints for synthesis are
shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. In the evaluations, the
test pattern 2 is used. The results of synthesis with timing
violations (aminus value of slack) are not plotted. As shown,
the design areas of ATCM1_i and ACTM1 are highly sim-
ilar and smaller than others, and the power consumption of
ATCM1_i is the lowest among all multipliers. Additionally,
ATCM1_i and ATCM1 can be synthesized without timing
violations, with even the timing constraint lowered to 0.8ns.
From this perspective, it is observed that the critical paths
of ATCM1_i and ATCM1 are the shortest among all eight
multipliers. Although different timing constraints give us
different results for design area and power consumption, the
differences are small. Overall, our approximate multipli-
ers deliver the largest improvements in power consumption,
critical path delay, and design area in all cases of different
timing constraints. As expected, as the timing constraints
for each multiplier becomes smaller (stricter), both of the
design areas and power consumption become larger.

Fig. 9 Power results using different timing constraints in synthesis.

Fig. 10 Area results using different timing constraints in synthesis.

4.2 Accuracy Results

Three metrics of NMED, MRED, and error rate (ER) are
used to evaluate the multipliers. ER is the percentage of in-
accurate outputs among all outputs generated from all com-
binations of inputs. We use Synopsys VCS to evaluate the
numerical outputs of all multipliers. Because 8-bit multi-
pliers were evaluated, the total number of test patterns was
65,536 (the previous test pattern 1).

Table 6 compares the accuracy results. Both the NMED
and MRED results with ACCI_M2 are the smallest among
the five approximate multipliers. ATCM1_i and ATCM2_i
deliver better NMED and MRED results than ATCM1 and
ATCM2 do, respectively. Except for ACCI_M2, ATCM2_i
delivers the smallest NMED and the second smallest MRED
results among the multipliers. As expected, the results of
AMER_10b are better than AMER_8b. ATCM1 delivers the
largest NMED and MRED among the multipliers; however,
they are very close to those of ATCM2 and AMER_8b and
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Table 6 Accuracy comparison.
Multipliers NMED (%) MRED (%) ER (%)
ATCM1 0.28 1.64 55.44
ATCM1_i 0.25 1.43 57.14
ATCM2 0.21 1.21 47.33
ATCM2_i 0.17 0.98 50.01
AMER_8b 0.24 1.16 51.42
AMER_10b 0.20 0.62 31.59
ACCI_M2 0.04 0.62 72.29

Table 7 Range of input values each interval.
Interval Range of A Interval Range of A

1 0 ∼ 31 5 128 ∼ 159
2 32 ∼ 63 6 160 ∼ 191
3 64 ∼ 95 7 192 ∼223
4 96 ∼ 127 8 224 ∼ 255

may be sufficiently accurate for error-tolerant applications.
The probability of error occurrence of ATCM1 is much less
than that of ACCI_M2. AMER_10b delivers the best result
relative to ER.

We also evaluate NMED,MRED, and ER using the test
pattern 2. Weobserve small differences inNMED (< 0.02%),
MRED (< 0.2%), and ER (< 1%) for each multiplier between
the cases of the test patterns 1 and 2, demonstrating that the
coverage of possible patterns of the test pattern 2 is sufficient,
and that the results of power consumption evaluated using
the test pattern 2 are reliable.

The accuracy of approximate multipliers should meet
the quality requirements of applications. Ranges of input
values in a multiplier will be different for different program
phases and/or for different applications. This means that the
accuracy of an approximate multiplier should be investigated
dependent upon the ranges of input values for different pro-
gram phases and/or for different applications. We analyze
the distribution of error occurrence using RED, which is in-
tuitive enough to reflect relationships between accurate and
approximate products for comparing the accuracy of the ap-
proximate multipliers in detail. Consider an 8 × 8 multiplier,
with two inputs, A and B, and output C. The inputs range
from 0 to 255, and output ranges from 0 to 65,025 (unsigned
values), with a possible number of outputs at 65,536. We
categorize the input A in eight intervals, with the range of
input B from 0 to 255 for each interval. For example, the
ranges of input values for A and B are from 0 to 31 and
0 to 255, respectively, for interval one; the ranges of input
values for A and B are from 32 to 63 and 0 to 255, respec-
tively, for interval two; and the ranges of input values for A
and B are from 224 to 255 and 0 to 255, respectively, for
interval eight. Table 7 shows the ranges of input values for
each interval, with their average RED results calculated and
shown in Fig. 11. The x-axis represents the intervals from
one to eight, and the y-axis shows the average RED, with
the seven bars (from left to right) in each interval represent-
ing ATCM1, ATCM1_i, ATCM2, ATCM2_i, AMER_8b,
AMER_10b, and ACCI_M2. Lower values (bars) represent
better results.

We can see that that ATCM1_i and ATCM2_i deliver
better results in accuracy than ATCM1 and ATCM2, high-
lighted by the improvements in intervals seven and eight.
ACCI_M2 gives us the smallest average RED values from
intervals three to eight, however, its results are not good
for intervals one and two. Although the average RED for
AMER_10b is the second smallest from intervals three to
eight, it shows a balanced result. The difference in the aver-
age RED between AMER_10b and ACCI_M2 is small from
intervals three to eight. ATCM2_i is not good for interval
four; however, its average RED is the smallest for interval
two. Except for ATCM1 and ATCM2, although ATCM1_i
obtains the largest average RED from intervals two to eight,
it is better than AMER_8b for interval one.

5. Image Processing

We use an image sharpening application [15] and an image
multiplication application [12] to evaluate the multipliers.
Both applications are popular in the evaluation of approxi-
mate multipliers. All input images for the two applications
are 512 × 512 grayscale bitmap images with 8-bit pixels,
and only the multiplications are approximate, whereas other
operations (addition, subtraction, and division) used in the
two applications are accurate.

The processed image quality was measured by peak
signal noise ratio (PSNR), which is usually used to measure
the quality of a reconstructive process involving information
loss and is defined by the mean square error (MSE) [12].
The MSE and PSNR were defined in [12] as:

MSE =
1

mp

m−1∑
i=0

p−1∑
j=0

[L(i, j) − K (i, j)]2, (15)

PSNR = 10log10(
M AX2

L

MSE
), (16)

where L(i, j) and K(i, j) are the correct and obtained values,
respectively, of each pixel,m and p are the image dimensions,
and MAXL represents the maximum value of each pixel (255
here, as the images are 8-bit).

In an image sharpening application [15], assume I is
the original image, S is the processed image, and x and y are
the coordinates. The sharpening algorithm is defined as:

S(x, y) = 2I (x, y)−
1

273

2∑
i=−2

2∑
j=−2

G(i + 3, j+3)I (x−i, y−i),

(17)

where G is a 5 × 5 kernel, given as:

G =



1 4 7 4 1
4 16 26 16 4
7 26 41 26 7
4 16 26 16 4
1 4 7 4 1


In an image multiplication application [12], two images
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Fig. 11 Average RED distribution in approximate multipliers.

Table 8 PSNR results of approximate multipliers, in dB.
Image No. Application Description ATCM1 ATCM1_i ATCM2 ATCM2_i AMER_8b AMER_10b ACCI_M2

1 Image Lena 45.8 46.02 48.69 49.02 45.15 52.38 48.13
2 sharpening Some peppers 50.65 51.28 52.39 53.2 46.48 57 51.11
3 A bridge 51.64 52.36 52.65 53.54 46.76 56.84 50.89
4 A domed palace 48.66 49.02 51.94 52.53 45.35 55.31 49.15
5 A truck on the grassland 48.52 49.02 52.54 53.34 49.38 57.27 51.35
6 A house and a car 48.76 49.32 52.15 53.03 46.83 56.72 50.99
7 Image A tank on the grassland 50.42 50.5 52.82 52.95 45.14 45.73 58.41
8 Multiplication Four hyenas
9 A fighter aircraft 47.77 47.81 51.56 51.65 51.38 52.42 59.95
10 The moon
11 A F-16 fighter 43.25 48.45 43.25 49.26 44.89 45.4 56.55
12 Small ripples

Fig. 12 Image multiplication, (a) image No. 7, (b) image No. 8, (c)
processed image by accurate multiplier.

are multiplied on a pixel by pixel basis, with the obtained
16-bit result divided by 255 to meet the range of an 8-bit
pixel; therefore, the result blends the two images into a single
output image, as shown in Fig. 12.

Twelve images collected from the Internet are used for
image sharpening and multiplication. Table 8 shows the
PSNR results in dB. Larger values represent better quality
images.

As shown, in both the image sharpening and image
multiplication applications, PSNR results for ATCM2_i and
ATCM1_i are larger than those for ATCM2 and ATCM1,
respectively. These results demonstrate that the improve-
ments in accuracy are also effective at the application level.
The PSNR result for AMER_10b in each row in the image
sharpening application is the best, whereas ATCM2_i and
ATCM2 obtained the second and third best PSNR results in

each row in the image sharpening application. Except for the
PSNR result for image No. 5, the result for ATCM1 is better
than that for AMER_8b, and AMER_8b gives us the worst
PSNR result. This result is consistent with the average RED
results for interval one (Fig. 11). Although the range of input
values for interval one is from 0 to 31 and the largest value
of the 5 × 5 kernel was 41, the largest value appears only
once, with the rest of the 24 values all within a range from 0
to 31. This result demonstrates that accuracy analysis for an
approximate multiplier using MRED is insufficient, and that
it is necessary to analyze accuracy using different ranges of
input values for such approximate applications. The range of
inputs for the multipliers for the image multiplication appli-
cation are from interval one to eight, which differs from that
for the image sharpening algorithm. As expected, ACCI_M2
delivers the best PSNR results in the image multiplication
application. For the approximate multipliers, we observe
that the PSNR results for all multipliers were >43 dB. This
indicates that all of the approximate multipliers are suffi-
ciently accurate, because the PSNR values over 40 dB are
considered good in lossy image compression [16].

The processed images following image sharpening (im-
age No. 1) and image multiplication (images No. 7 and No.
8) are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. As shown, all approximate
multipliers result in visually indistinguishable images from
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Fig. 13 Processed images using the image sharpening algorithm, (a)Wal-
lace (accurate), (b) ATCM1, (c) ATCM1_i, (d) ATCM2, (e) ATCM2_i, (f)
AMER_8b, (g) AMER_10b, and (h) ACCI_M2.

Fig. 14 Processed images using the image multiplication, (a) Wallace
(accurate), (b) ATCM1, (c) ATCM1_i, (d) ATCM2, (e) ATCM2_i, (f)
AMER_8b, (g) AMER_10b, and (h) ACCI_M2.

the accurately processed ones.

6. Conclusions

This study designed and analyzed four approximate multipli-
ers, two of which were proposed in this paper. All multipli-
ers achieved lower power consumption and smaller critical
path delays than the conventional multiplier. First, we intro-
duced iCAC, which plays an important role in maintaining
high levels of accuracy. Second, we built an ATC using the
iCAC, with the complexity of the multiplier circuit greatly
reduced through the use of an innovative ATC. We then con-
structed the approximate multipliers, to exploit the positive
characteristics of ATC. Last, we evaluated our multipliers
at the circuit and application levels, with experimental re-
sults demonstrating that the proposed multipliers delivered
significant power savings and speed-up while maintaining
circuit areas smaller than those of the conventional Wallace
tree multiplier. Furthermore, the best results of the proposed
multipliers showed that they often improved power, delay,
and area with the accuracy not inferior to the state-of-the-art
approximate multipliers. We also found that the quality of
the evaluated applicationswas enough tolerable to the human
sense.
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